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Expanding Middle East War. Planned US-Israeli Attack on Iran, The War on Energy, Strategic
Waterways

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 17, 2024

Israel  and  the  Zionist  lobby  in  the  U.S.  are  NOT  exerting  undue  influence  AGAINST  U.S.
foreign policy as outlined by numerous analysts. Quite the opposite. The Zionist lobby is
firmly aligned with U.S. foreign policy, and vice versa. It targets those who are opposed to
war, who call for a ceasefire. It exerts influence in favour of the conduct of the U.S. military
agenda in support of Israel.

UK Insurers Refuse to Pay Nord Stream Because Blasts Were ‘Government’-Backed

By Wyatt Reed, April 18, 2024

The legal team representing high-powered insurers Lloyd’s and Arch says that since the
Nord  Stream  explosions  were  “more  likely  than  not  to  have  been  inflicted  by…  a
government,” they have no responsibility to pay for damages to the pipelines. To succeed
with that defense, the companies will presumably be compelled to prove, in court, who
carried out those attacks. 

The War on Gaza: Whither the “Jewish State”?

By Amir Nour, April 17, 2024

One of the unintended and crucial consequences of the genocidal Israeli War on Gaza is that
it has put the “Jewish” and “Zionist” questions once again at the center of international
geopolitics. 
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WHO Cancer Agency Predicts 77% Rise in Cancers by 2050. Is the COVID Vaccine Causing
Turbo Cancers?

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, April 17, 2024

The  World  Health  Organization’s  International  Agency  for  Research  on  Cancer  (IARC)
released a daunting prediction of the global cancer burden. It  estimates more than 35
million new cancer cases in 2050 — a 77% increase from the estimated 20 million cancer
cases that occurred in 2022.

Turbo Cancer Literature Is Growing Rapidly. The Dam Is Breaking and It Will Take Pfizer and
Moderna with It

By Dr. William Makis, April 17, 2024

Not much has changed in regards to the hypotheses on how these turbo cancers may be
arising in the COVID-19 vaccinated. There is more evidence of p53 playing a significant role.
More work has been done on DNA contamination,  SV40, and research is  underway on
integration of DNA contaminants into the genomes of the COVID-19 vaccinated.

US Moves Previously Banned Missiles Closer to China and Russia

By Drago Bosnic, April 17, 2024

The US Army deployed the elements of its latest land-based medium-range missile system
overseas for the first time to take part in a military exercise in the island country. Apart from
the  aforementioned  subsonic  “Tomahawk”  cruise  missiles,  “Typhon”  also  carries  the
supersonic SM-6 multi-purpose missiles.

In the Wake of “COVID Panic” and the “Lockdowns”: The Death and Resurrection of Science

By Prof. Peter C. Gøtzsche, April 17, 2024

The lockdowns went counter to what we knew about respiratory viruses, that it is impossible
to lock them out, and they caused a lot of collateral damage, including an increase in deaths
from other causes than Covid-19. 
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